We study the relative computational power of logspace reduction models. In particular, we study the relationships between one-way and two-way oracle tapes, resetting of the oracle head, and blanking of the oracle tape. We show that oracle models letting information persist between queries can be quite powerful, even if the information is not readable by the querying machine. We show that logspace f(n)-Turing reductions are stronger than polynomial-time f(n)-Turing reductions when f(n) = !(log n), and that this is optimal if P = L.
1 Introduction E cient reductions are a central object of study in computational complexity theory. Polynomial-time reductions have received wide attention, and logspace-bounded reductions have also long been studied as a potentially ner-grained reducibility than polynomial-time reducibility. But the extent to which logspace reducibilities provably provide a ner-grained strati cation has remained open. We resolve this with respect to relativizable techniques. We prove (as Theorem 3.14) that:
1. If f(n) = O(log n) and P = L, then L f(n)-T = P f(n)-T . 2. If f(n) = !(log n) and f(n) is S k DTIME 2 n k ]-computable, then L f(n)-T 6 ? P f(n)-T . Thus logspace reductions allow a more re ned classi cation of sets. Another motivation for the study of logspace reductions is that they (in contrast with polynomial-time reductions) provide a nontrivial notion of completeness for classes such as NL and P. This allows one to meaningfully study such issues as whether P and NL (as opposed to NP, which has been extensively studied in this context, see, e.g., the surveys by Young You92] and Hemaspaandra (born Hemachandra), Ogihara (formerly known as Ogiwara), and Watanabe HOW92]) have sparse complete sets. For example, Hartmanis conjectured that neither NL nor P has L m -complete sparse sets Har78], and only recently has even partial progress been made towards addressing this conjecture HOT94] .
In this paper, we study logspace reductions. In Section 2, we de ne various models of logspace reduction, featuring such contrasts as one-way versus two-way, blanked versus non-blanked, head-reset versus no-head-reset, and length-bounded queries versus nonlength-bounded queries. Section 3 studies the relative computational power of these models. In particular, the issue of whether the query tape is blanked after a query is seen to be important, even though in all our models the oracle tape is write-only. Though Lynch ( Lyn78] , see also the seminal paper on logspace reductions LL76]) has previously studied models of logspace reduction, she studied a di erent property|in particular, her work studies the relative power of various numbers of oracle tapes in a model in which multiple oracle tapes are allowed. Figure 1 summarizes many of the results of Section 3.
Notations and De nitions
We assume that the reader is generally familiar with basic concepts such as Turing machines (see HU79]), reductions (see LLS75]). We adopt the standard notations of Hopcroft and Ullman HU79] . In this section we review some de nitions relevant to this paper and de ne various logspace oracle machine models.
For a binary string x, jxj denotes the length of x. Our basic model of oracle Turing machines (e.g., M X ) is as follows. We consider a multi-tape Turing machine M with a distinguished tape, the query tape, that has a write-only head and a distinguished \starting symbol" in the leftmost cell (we assume this cell is non-writable and that the starting symbol is not in the query tape alphabet of the machine) and in nitely many cells to the right of the starting symbol, and has three distinguished states, QUERY , Y ES, and NO. At some step(s) of a computation on input string x, M may move into the state QUERY . From the state QUERY , M (by de nition) moves into state Y ES if the (possibly empty) string from the symbol to the right of the starting symbol up to the leftmost blank currently appearing on the query tape is in the oracle set; otherwise, M moves into the state NO. We assume the write-only head is initially in the starting cell.
The set of strings accepted by M relative to an oracle A is denoted by L(M A ) = fw j M on input w accepts with the oracle Ag. We say A T B if there is a Turing machine M with oracle B such that for every input x, M B (x) either accepts or rejects and A = L(M B ). If for each input string x, M X uses only O(log jxj) work tape cells during the computation, we say M X is a logspace Turing machine. This is a convenient shorthand for \M runs in logspace relative to oracle X"; however, note that, by pairing machines with k log n space bounds for all integers k, we can ensure that each machine in our canonical enumeration has an obvious work space upper bound that holds for all oracles. Because the number of con gurations during a computation of a standard logspace Turing machine is polynomially bounded (in contrast to non-standard models; \standard" and \non-standard" will be de ned below), we may assume that (if the machine does not enter an in nite loop; see our later assumption regarding halting) only polynomially many cells are used on the query tape on each input.
We write A L T B if A T B via some M B that is a logspace Turing machine.
Initially all tape cells are blank. Turing machines are allowed to write blanks (e.g., on their oracle tapes). If a Turing machine with oracle X always has its oracle tape (magically) erased after it leaves the state Y ES or NO during the computation, then we say M X is a blanked model, otherwise we say it is a non-blanked model. We use L T;B (and L T;NB ) to denote Turing reductions via blanked (respectively, non-blanked) logspace oracle Turing machines.
If the write-only head of a Turing machine M may move only to the right (except perhaps when reset to the starting cell after a machine query in models where that happens), we say the machine is one-way. Denote reduction via such a machine as T;1W . If we place no such restriction on our model, then denote the reduction as two-way, T;2W , though of course one-way behavior is allowed as a degenerate case of such a reduction.
If our model is that a machine (magically) has its write-only head position set back to the leftmost cell on the oracle tape after each query, we say that the machine is a head-reset machine. If our model is that the write-only head position is not changed by queries, we say that the machine is a no-head-reset machine.
If a machine is restricted to querying oracle strings of at most polynomial-bounded length, we say it is polylength machine. We use no-length-bound machine to denote a machine about which we make no such assumption (though it might in fact hold).
In this paper, we describe models by listing their attributes, e.g., f(n)-T;NB;2W , d-T;NB;2W and L T;NB;1W;head-reset;polylength .
In light of previous research on logspace reductions (in particular, LL76]), we assume that standard machines (i.e., transducers) are blanked, two-way, head-reset, and polylength. We also assume that all machines discussed have these standard attributes unless otherwise speci ed. In particular, though we sometimes list attributes explicitly to make a statement clearer, we will often suppress (and take as implicit) head-reset and polylength. We require all logspace machines to halt on every input (with one minor exception noted in the text following Corollary 3.7); note that with, e.g., standard machines, this is not a great restriction, as it is well-known that one can add a \clock" and detect in nite looping.
A is logspace truth- Adopting a standard notational shorthand, for any set L and any a and b such that b a is a de ned reduction type, we use R b a (L) to denote fA j A b a Lg and for any class C, we use R b a (C) to denote fA j (9L 2 C) A 2 R b a (L)]g. We overload b a by using it both as a shorthand for f(L 1 ; L 2 ) j L 1 b a L 2 g and as the notation for the reducibility b a ; the use will be clear from context.
Equivalences and Separations of Logspace Models
In this section, we study the relative computational power of the models de ned in the previous section. Proof: 1. First, in this \polylength" machine case, it is easy to see that each blanked, one-way, no-head-reset machine can be simulated by some blanked, one-way, head-reset machine. Second, de ne (0) = 2, and for n 0, de ne (n + 1) = 2 (n) . Observing that each blanked, one-way, no-head-reset machine can actually ask the oracle at most one query string other than the strings , 0 and 1, we can easily construct sets A and B such that 0 (n) 2 A if and only if the n th blanked, one-way, no-head-reset machine rejects on 0 (n) and this machine does not query \0 (n) 2 B?" (or \1 (n) 2 B?") and 0 (n) 2 B (or 1 (n) 2 B, respectively). It is not di cult to see that every blanked, one-way, no-head-reset machine does not accept the set A with oracle B, but a blanked, one-way, head-reset machine accepts A with oracle B, since 0 n 2 A if and only if 0 n 2 B or 1 n 2 B.
2. This is clear, as we are able to store, in logspace, the head position. 3. The containment is immediate. The strictness follows by the same construction as in Part 1. Though NB,1W,no-head-reset machines do not satisfy the Part 1 requirement that they query at most one string of length greater than one (indeed, they can in some cases query three such strings), clearly they cannot query both 0 m and 1 m for any m 2, and this su ces in the Part 1 construction. 4, 5: Similar to the above parts. (1) A ?! B denotes A 6 ? B; (2) A ! B denotes A 6 B^B 6 A; (3) NB,2W,NHR,PL stands for the set f(A; B) j A L T;NB;2W;no-head-reset;polylength Bg, and other classes are notated similarly|in particular, all the reduction types of the gure are Turing reductions, and thus the \T" has been omitted in the gure.
Note that when discussing con gurations on \polylength" logspace machines, we assume (see BDG88]) that the con guration does include the oracle head position but does not include the oracle tape content.
Proof: Since a one-way machine model is also a a two-way machine model, it su ces to prove that each logspace two-way machine can be simulated by some one-way machine.
Suppose A L T;2W C via a logspace two-way Turing machine M. We will build a one-way logspace Turing machine N such that A = L(N C ). We will try, in the construction below, to create the next query in a one-way fashion via rst computing (via a simulation of the entire process of generating the query) the leftmost query bit, and then the next to leftmost query bit (via another entire simulation), and so on. We repeat this procedure until the bit computed is a blank (we regard blank as the initial value of each query bit). At this point, the query string on the query tape of N is the same as that on the query tape of M. We repeat this process for each successive query. Thus, M and N will accept the same language when they are equipped with the same oracle.
We now give a detailed description of the instructions for machine N.
Stage 0 ( rst bit of rst query) Let p = 1. N simulates M on input x. If M outputs a bit to its query tape or enters the QUERY state at the next step, then N stores the con guration of machine M at this moment, and we go to stage 1.
Stage 1 (get the correct query string bit by bit through running M repeatedly) Recall p has been already set to some particular value. N simulates M on the stored con guration in the following way: If at any point M halts in the accept (or the reject) state, then N also halts in the accept (or the reject) state. As soon as M writes some symbol, say c p (initially we regard c p as blank just prior to the simulation to get pth query bit), in the pth cell (counting from the starting cell) on its query tape, N notes the value of c p . Veri cation From the construction we know that by repeatedly simulating M and slicing out given bits, N has the same query string as M each time that both enter the QUERY state for a given query. So M and N will accept the same language if they are given the same oracle.
Because the query space in our model is polynomially related to the length of the input, O(log n) space is enough to record the position of the write-only head of M. And the memory required to record a previous con guration is O(log n). So, the machine N constructed above is a logspace machine. Finally, it is clear that N is a one-way machine.
It is easy to see that the proof works for ? = d-T; c-T; or f(n)-T. We omit the detailed proofs as they are analogous.
Theorem 3.3 L ?;2W = L ?;1W where ? 2 ftt; btt; f(n)-ttg: Proof: Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the constructed one-way machine gets one correct bit at a time of the query string, from left to right, by simulating the given two-way machine from after nishing writing the previous query string to the time when the two-way machine nishes generating the current query string.
Since L tt and L T are the same LL76], Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 imply that two-way logspace Turing reductions are no more powerful than one-way logspace truth-table reductions. Proof: 1. Suppose A L d-T;NB;2W C. That is, there is a non-blanked two-way logspace
Turing machine M such that M C accepts x if and only if one of its queried string is in C. We shall build a blanked, one-way, logspace disjunctive transducer N such that A = L(N C ).
The simulation is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.4. To get one bit of the current query string, as in Theorem 3.4, N replays M's whole computation history from the initial con guration of M on the given input. Note that M is a disjunctive transducer and M should accept the input and halt when the query string is in the oracle C. So during the simulation to get one bit of the query string, when the simulation of M comes to a query, N assumes that M enters the state NO. It is easy to see that N accepts (rejects) x if and only if M accepts (respectively, rejects) x. Thus, A = L(N C ). 2. Similar to the proof of Part 1. In the conjunctive reduction, when N simulates M to get the next bit of the query string, it assumes that M enters the state Y ES whenever M comes to a previous query.
Next, we will prove some separations between the various logspace models.
Theorem 3.6 R L T;NB;1W;no-length-bound (P) = REC, where REC is the class of all recursive sets.
Proof: Suppose that A is a recursive set, that M is a Turing machine accepting A such that M that halts on all inputs, and that p(x) is a xed non-constant polynomial. De ne Q = fx#0 n j M(x) halts in fewer than p(jx#0 n j) stepsg fx#0 n 1 j M(x) halts and accepts in fewer than p(jx#0 n j) stepsg. Clearly, Q 2 P. Then a non-blanked, one-way, no-lengthbound logspace Turing machine, N, tests membership in A in the following way: For an input x, N asks Q whether x#0 is in Q. If x#0 2 Q, then N on x accepts (rejects) if and only if x#01 2 Q (x#01 6 2 Q). If x#0 6 2 Q, then N asks Q whether x#00 is in Q, and so on. If x#0 n 2 Q for some n, then N on x accepts (rejects) if and only if x#0 n 1 2 Q (x#0 n 1 6 2 Q). It is not di cult to see that N accepts the recursive set A. Corollary 3.7 R L T;B;2W (P) 6 ? R L T;NB;1W;no-length-bound (P) Corollary 3.7 follows easily from Theorem 3.6. This corollary indicates that the nonblanked model with an unbounded oracle tape is so powerful that it can accept each recursive set (or recursively enumerable set if we do not require the machine to always halt) with some polynomial-time computable oracle set. Moreover, even if we limit the model to having a polynomially length-bounded oracle tape, the non-blanked model is still more powerful than the standard one by Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 below. That is, the non-blanked attribute in logspace models is an important factor in setting computational power. is to diagonalize against each blanked, one-way, Turing machine by using a Kolmogorov random string. On the other hand, in the non-blanked model, we can obtain the bits of a Kolmogorov random string hidden in the oracle by pre x searching and checking some interesting property of it (e.g., whether the last bit is 1). Then the non-blanked model can recognize a certain set of Kolmogorov random strings. Now we give the precise constructions of such X and Y . Let In this case, N Pre(C n?1 f n0g) m (0 n ) must query 0 n # n . By considering the machine running from after the last query (if any) to before the rst query that asks about 0 n # n , we can describe n in O(log n) bits, namely: a description of the input uses O(log n) bits; describing the input tape head position takes O(log n) bits; the work tape content uses O(log n) bits; the work tape head position can be described in O(log n) bits; the state of M i can be recorded in a constant number of bits; and M i itself can also be recorded in constant space. So this shows n 2 K c log n] for some constant c. On the other hand, due to the repetitive enumeration of fM i g, we can choose m 2 f2; 2 2 ; 2 2 2 : g so large that it satis es the following conditions, where n m is the unique integer such that m = log n m : Corollary (to the proof) 3.11 L T;NB;1W;no-head-reset 6 L T;B;1W;head-reset .
In fact, the classes mentioned in Corollary 3.11 are incomparable, as the containment in the other direction also fails, as noted in the following claim extending Part 3 of Fact 3.1 and implicit in its proof.
Proposition 3.12 L T;NB;1W;no-head-reset 6 L T;B;1W;head-reset .
We note also the following relation.
Proposition 3.13 L T;NB;1W;no-head-reset 6 ? L T;NB;1W;no-head-reset .
The containment in Proposition 3.13 holds as the left-hand-side machines can query at most one strong of length greater than one, and so the right-hand-side machines can simply keep a table of all (three) strings of length at most one, and then simulate the left-hand-side machines and ask the (at most) one longer query. The strictness of the containment follows immediately from Proposition 3.12.
Logspace Turing reducibility is strictly less powerful (in the sense of applying between fewer pairs of sets) than polynomial-time Turing reducibility LL76]. By a similar proof to that of Theorem 3.8, we have the following theorem, which tells us the exact threshold at which the logspace and polynomial-time reducibilities start to di er if P = L. Theorem 3.14 1. If f(n) = O(log n) and P = L, then L f(n)-T = P f(n)-T .
2. If f(n) = !(log n) and f(n) is S k DTIME 2 n k ]-computable, then P
For each input x, the given polynomial-time f(n)-Turing reduction generates a computation tree (including query strings associated with their corresponding nodes) in polynomial time. Since f(n) = O(log n), we can encode this computation tree as a string of length polynomially related to jxj. In this way, we obtain a polynomial-time computable function that outputs the computation tree for each x. Since P = L, PF = LOGF (as the ith bit of such function is, respectively, a P or an L set).
That is, there is a logspace-computable function that outputs the same computation tree for each x as the polynomial f(n)-Turing reduction does. This logspace-computable function yields a logspace f(n)-Turing reduction that is equivalent to the given polynomial-time f(n)-Turing reduction.
2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8. That is, a set of Kolmogorov random strings is used to diagonalize against each logspace machine. On the other hand, this set of Kolmogorov random strings can be recognized by an f(n)-T polynomial-time Turing machine via pre x searching.
As in Theorem 3.8, let K n 2 ] indicate all the strings x such that there is a y , jyj jxj 2 , such that the M univ (y) prints x and halts, where M univ is a xed universal Turing machine. For each n, let n be some string in K n 2 ] with length f(n). For each set C , de ne Pre(C) = f0 n # j (9w) w 2 C^jwj = f(n) + 1^ 1 is the pre x of w]g, L(C) = f0 n j n 1 2 Cg. Construct C in exactly the same way as in Theorem 3.8 with n of length f(n) instead of length n. By the same proof as that of Theorem 3.8, we have L(C) 6 L T Pre(C). Now we give the polynomial-time f(n)-Turing reduction of L(C) to Pre(C).
Reduction of L(C) to Pre(C): Begin input x; if x is not 0 n for any n, then reject else begin let n be such that x = 0 n ; q := 0 n #; while fewer than f(n) characters are to the right of the # in string q do begin query \q 2?Pre(C)"; if the oracle answers Y ES then q := q1 else q := q0 end of while; query \q 2?Pre(C)"; if the oracle answers Y ES then accept else reject end End of the reduction It is easy to see that this is a polynomial-time f(n)-Turing reduction. So L(C) P f(n)-T
Pre(C)
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.14. The proof we have just given of Part 1 of Theorem 3.14 is a direct proof. It is possible that one could give an indirect proof as follows. Note that not only is it the case that P = L implies L tt = P tt BST93], but indeed it is clear that P = L implies L f(n)-tt = P f(n)-tt . Thus, if one could show that the known correspondence between polynomial-time (2 f(n) ? 1)-truth-table reductions and polynomial-time f(n)-Turing reductions Bei91] also applied to (whatever the appropriate model is of) similarly-bounded logspace truth-table and Turing reductions, one would have an indirect, alternative proof of Part 1 of Theorem 3.14.
One aspect of our model that we did not yet discuss is the ability of our transducers to write blanks on their oracle tapes. For completeness, we note that in some cases this can change the relative power of logspace transduction models. For example, in the model| which is the model assumed in this paper|in which machines can write blanks, it is trivially true that L T;B;1W L T;NB;1W . However, as the results below show, this claim fails in the model in which machines cannot write blanks. Indeed, we note that in such a model the logspace T,NB,1W reducibility is not transitive. Corollary 3.17 L T;NB;HR;1W;machine-cannot-write-blanks is not transitive, and indeed is not even closed under composition with logspace many-one reductions (i.e., there are sets A, B, and C such that A L T;NB;HR;1W;machine-cannot-write-blanks C and C L m B yet A 6 L T;NB;HR;1W;machine-cannot-write-blanks B.
Since they are related to techniques appearing elsewhere in the paper, we merely mention the idea behind the proof of each of the above claims. The proof of Theorem 3.15 is very similar to that of Theorem 3.8. Very brie y: at each length of the form 2 2 : : : 2 2 we will put into a set Y one random string (except for its last bit, which we use to diagonalize), call it z; for each such z and for each k, 0 k z, put into Y the string v k; z 1 2jzj?2k , where v k; z is the rst k bits of z; so f0 n j n is of the form 2 2 : : : 2 2 and the string of length n in Y has nal bit 1g does T,B,HR,1W reduce to Y , but, by an easy diagonalization controlling the choice of z, does not T,NB,HR,1W reduce to Y . The proof of Lemma 3.16 is to cylindrify by de ning C = f0 n 1x j x 2 B and n 2 f0; 1; 2; gg. Note that this avoids the need for the NB machine ever to ask a shorter string after a longer one, as that would not be possible in this model. Finally, Corollary 3.17 follows immediately from Lemma 3.16 and Theorem 3.15.
